Troop 152 1998-99 Patrols

Clayton Behl – PL
Kyle Marion – APL
Isaac Jackson – Q
Kory Bell
Graham Daniels

Brian Neely – PL
Shawn Whiting – Q
John Bailey

Michael Shockley – PL
Eric Templeton – APL
Bobby Weimerskirch – Q

Bradford Malbon – PL
Clem Swift – APL
Robert Singleton – Q
Trevor Bennett

Paul Fox – PL
Michael Fox – APL
William Long – Q
Jonathan Myers

Scott Bennett – PL
Mike Stevers – APL
Jon Sova – Q

Gardner Rordam – PL
Mike Robertson – APL
Jim Bell – Q
Brian Weimerskirch
John Shockley

WOLFPACK
Chris Walker – PL
Kenny Griffin – APL
Brandon Lingenfelser – Q
Jordan Lingenfelser

Jud Campbell – PL
Mike Walker – APL
Lane Trear – Q
Rick Devens
Sean Bennett

Matt Welsh – PL
Cooper Swift – Q
Tom Stith
Nathan McLeod
Will Taylor
Will Kuykendall
Will Riegert
Harrison Behl
Wes Barger

UNATTACHED:

Eryk Drewry
David Dunn
Graham Daniels
Brian Templeton